PQN and DQN: algorithms for expression microarrays.
An ideal expression algorithm should be able to tell truly different expression levels with small false positive errors and be robust to assay changes. We propose two algorithms. PQN is the non-central trimmed mean of perfect match intensities with quantile normalization. DQN is the non-central trimmed mean of differences between perfect match and mismatch intensities with quantile normalization. The quantiles for normalization can be either empirical or theoretical. When array types and/or assay change in a study, the normalization to common quantiles at the probe set level is essential. We compared DQN, PQN, RMA, GCRMA, DCHIP, PLIER and MAS5 for the Affymetrix Latin square data and our data of two sets of experiments using the same bone marrow but different types of microarrays and different assay. We found the computation for AUC of ROC at affycomp.biostat.jhsph.edu can be improved.